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Idalia FBLA Chapter has done its best to keep up good standards this school year due to the

difficult times during the pandemic. The chapter has completed many things done.Starting in

September of 2020, we started out with a safe, outdoors activity for our recruitment plan. The

chapter hosted a scavenger hunt with five people per group. For other recruitment ideas, we also

advertised FBLA throughout our school on our bulletin boards and posters hung around school

campus. Star-Members were another idea our FBLA officers. Basically, whoever recruited the most

members for the months of October and November or were actively involved in our FBLA

activities were given Star-Member of the month and got a prize. Overall, with all our combined

efforts we were able to recruit and gather 29 active members.

November of 2020, Idalia FBLA hosted a Stock-Market challenge team, which was the first time

our chapter had done the Stock Market Challenge. It went well, and they managed to exceed our

expectations. Next, we focused on our yearly calendar sales. Since this was the time when the

pandemic was at its worst, we had to take precautions, but we were able to manage, and our

members expanded on their communication skills electronically and virtually in order to get a

hold of businesses that sponsored our calendar sales. In order to help people in need, we also set

up a canned food drive all the way up to November 20th. All the community pitched in and we

managed to collect a lot of cans throughout all our dropout locations. Our chapter also

encouraged all our members to participate in Non-Stop November, which focused on completing

a total of 10 activities that are focused on American Enterprise, Prematurity Awareness, and

Community Service. In order to prepare and help our members develop their leadership,

teamwork, and communication skills, we also prepared a leadership training activityfor all our

members. In this activity, all our officers had to pair up and create a presentation, an icebreaker,

and an activity which helped developed all their skills and helped them work efficiently with each

other. This leadership training activity was successful, and it wouldn’t have run as smoothly if our

members hadn’t participated in our Business Battle Competitions, which helped them develop

further in activities of their choosing.

During December 2020, we prepared our Fleece for Fighters FBLA project. Each FBLA member

had to bring in fabric in order to make blankets for those in need. Mostly everybody contributed

and we made about 27 blankets. Then, we sacked candy for our school like we do yearly. Of

course, we packaged the candy in a safe manner and distributed throughout our school in a safe

manner too. We didn’t have as many activities in December due to the holidays closing in and the

abundance of activities we had in November.

IDALIA FBLA NEWS

Colorado FBLA Today

Oscar Ornelas, Idalia High School
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January 2021 was great too. All our members completed their BAAs before the 29th and all our

business competitions were completed. All our members and officer are up to date on their tasks

and now all that is left to do is wait for our next tasks, though some of us are already on that since

planning our street sign staining community service project is in the works.FBLA this year has

been rough. When everything was just getting started, we all attended FBLA Virtual District

meetings, and we all tried to keep up with everything going on around us. It was a rough couple

of weeks, but we got ahead of that. This pandemic was just one obstacle of the many we had to

pass, and we believe that we are speaking for everyone when we say that we are proud of our

FBLA members and how far they’ve come. 

Shopping local and supporting small businesses in your community is something that is often

overlooked. While using the services of a large franchise is both popular and convenient, it is important

to understand the positive impacts supporting local businesses can have on you and your community.

The support of local businesses will greatly impact the economy in your community. The U.S. Small

Business Association and the U.S. Department of Labor reports that for every $100 you spend at a

locally owned business, about $68 of that will stay in the community. Not only that, but small

businesses also often utilize the services of other small businesses in your area like banks, farms, and

other service providers. Small businesses in your community are also owned and operated by locals.

With that being said, these businesses provide local jobs that financially support many of your

personal friends and neighbors. As a result, small businesses have great customer service with owners

and employees who are willing to go the extra mile to meet your wants and expectations. Local

businesses also support events within the school and community. At the Kiowa County Fair, many

business owners attend the livestock auction and purchase animals from local kids. Local businesses

also donate to various clubs and sports teams within the school. Shopping locally is a way to give back

to these local businesses that do so much for our community.

Colorado FBLA Today

Rhealie Rittgers, Eads High School

EADS FBLA PUSHES FOR SUPPORT OF

LOCAL BUSINESSES 
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the Eads FBLA Chapter recognizes these benefits, and over the years its members have done many

projects to gain more support for small businesses in Eads. FBLA has done several different projects

throughout the years on Small Business Saturday, an American shopping holiday on the last Saturday

in November that encourages the support of small, local businesses. A few years back, members made

short video commercials promoting small businesses in the community which were played at the

Crow Luther Cultural Events Center movie theater in Eads. In other years, the Eads FBLA chapter

celebrated Small Business Saturday by working with local businesses and helping them to develop

specials and sales that would bring in more customers on this Saturday. Members then created

advertisements to promote the small businesses in the community and their specials. These

advertisements were mailed to people in the community. Small Business Saturday isn’t the only time

Eads FBLA has pushed for the support of local businesses. This year, in early February, the students in

business classes at Eads High School created a public service announcement (PSA) on the benefits of

shopping local. The video was shared on the Eads FBLA Facebook page as well as the Kiowa County

Independent Facebook page to spread the word about why people should support small businesses.

There have also been several members of the Eads FBLA chapter that have spearheaded chapter

projects that improve local businesses. This year, chapter president Mollie Kelley and secretary Rhealie

Rittgers decided to lead a chapter project that is a partnership with business. They partnered with the

Crow Luther Cultural Events Center to help keep the doors open during COVID-19. For this project,

FBLA members have helped improve the theater’s marketing and advertising. Members have helped

cover weekend shifts as volunteers at the theater as well. The Eads FBLA chapter understands the

importance of the small businesses in the community and will continue to develop projects to

increase their support.

Throughout the years, the local businesses in Eads have contributed greatly to fundraisers and events

put on by the Eads FBLA and other clubs or extracurriculars which we are extremely grateful for. Doing

projects to push the support of local businesses is a way for the chapter to give back to the businesses

that have done so much for the chapter and community. Shannon Ellenberger, the chapter adviser,

has always done her best to teach members the importance of supporting local businesses because of

their positive impacts. The Eads FBLA chapter encourages everyone to shop locally.

Colorado FBLA Today

FOLLOW @ColoradoFBLA

on Social Media
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I was only in my first few weeks of high school. I was learning the ropes, and just going through the

motions. A few weeks in, a thunderstorm interrupted my soccer practice, and I was stuck sitting

around my school’s cafeteria. That was until my friend told me there was ice cream in the media

center. I reacted as you would expect, and went down immediately to get myself a scoop. This was my

first interaction with FBLA, as I signed up for the club after I ate some chocolate ice cream with too

many toppings on it.

I was surprised when I found the number of events that I could sign up for. These included Video

Production, Graphic Design, Website Design, etc. I chose the latter, as my friends had experience

building websites and I wanted to try something new. It was a lot of hard work, from forgetting the

password to our software to making final adjustments to our presentation on competition day! It was a

whirlwind, but in the end, we made it to SLC! It was a fantastic experience, and I met a lot of new

people that I now consider my close friends. The experience showed me how much there was to this

club, which is what inspired me to pursue it further.

Through FBLA, I was able to compete with my friends who may not have come together through other

circumstances. There was truly something for each one of them. To see everyone involved not only in

my chapter, but chapters across Colorado inspires me and further proves to me how much of an

impact FBLA can have on a person. These experiences that we share last a lifetime, and I’m thankful

that FBLA has allowed me to share this time during high school to compete and make such great

memories.

Colorado FBLA Today

Aidan Martinez, Pueblo Centennial High School
FBLA HAS A PLACE FOR EVERYONE
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Business plays an important role in our lives. It prepares students

 for the future and there’s not a better way than to enroll in a 

business class in high school. This can help students strive to learn 

about business and aspire to meet their goals now and in the future. 

Having these business classes can give students the necessary skills 

for the future.

Throughout my high school career, I’ve acknowledged the 

importance of business education. From my past business 

classes, I’ve developed a passion to learn more about business. 

Business is much more than operating a computer. 

Now days through technology, the sky is the limit as to what you 

can learn. From learning to make a website to creating mobile 

apps and games to learning how to fine tune your presentation 

skills and job interview skills—the list is endless. The most empowering concept about

having these business skills is that you have an opportunity to work in any job.

Colorado FBLA Today

Priscilla Cordova, Idalia Hgih School
BUSINESS EDUCATION

Allowing students to have a required business class gives them the chance to get out of their comfort

zone and try new things. If the class wasn’t a mandatory class, a student might not have ever chosen it.

This is because as high school students, we think business classes are a lot of work, and they can be. But

for me it is work that I do with passion. Through my business classes, I have had the opportunity to

participate in FBLA which it has led me down different avenues for my future.

FBLA LEADERSHIP

Porscha Jacobs, Idalia Hgih School
If you were to ask high school students to raise their hand if they thought of themselves as a leader , only

a few hands would be raised. The key to leadership is that there is no right or wrong way to lead . An

individual's character and confidence play s a significant role in their leadership style. Common

leadership styles include coach, visionary, autocratic, laissez-faire, pacesetter, transactiona l, and

transformational. The definition and expression of leadership varies for each person as well and n o two

definitions should be the exact same. Google defines leadership as the action of leading a group of

people or an organization . My definition of leadership is doing something good to help others. Even a

common act of kindness is an example of leadership. John Quincy Adams once stated, “If your actions

inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader.” I think this

quote is a great way to express leadership.
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Leadership is one of the most important qualities that the Future Business Leaders of America helps

individuals to obtain. The organization includes outstanding role models t o look up to. These leaders strive

to make a difference and leave a positive influence on others. FBLA also works to advance the skills used i

n everyday life . Any skill learned can be used to benefit your individual and group skills. FBLA leadership

improves communication, organization, responsibility, confidence and so 

much more.  

Members can develop their leadership style by connecting with excellent 

keynote speakers who deliver these inspirational messages at leadership 

conferences. Along with skills obtained at these conferences is the 

opportunity to network with other students around our state and the 

nation thus helping develop our cultural diversity skills and enhance our 

own leadership style. 

E ach person has developed their own leadership style that helps them 

succeed in life. Many people are everyday lea ders that perform small acts 

of kindness towards others. Setting and leaving positive examples when 

helping others qualifies you as a leader. 

Future Business Leaders of America has remarkably influenced my leadership ability and 

style. Without the conferences and team building activities, my leadership skills would not have grown

and developed as they have. Through my tenure in FBLA, I feel comfortable to call myself a leader, and I

have FBLA to thank. So high school students, step up so you can be a student who can “raise” their hand to

leadership!

Colorado FBLA Today

HOW WILL FBLA IMPACT YOUR LIFE?

Alyssa Lock, Haxtun High School

As a new FBLA member, you may have LOTS of questions.

One of the biggest questions being, “What are the long term benefits of FBLA?”

Well, I am here to tell you!

FBLA provides you and other members with many opportunities in high school, but what will I get out of

FBLA after high school? Many skills come out of FBLA that you can use for the rest of your life!

Networking skills, public speaking skills, business skills, and leadership skills. Along with those, you will

also learn how to communicate well with others and have many teamwork opportunities that will help

you gain experience working with others. All of these skills and experiences are gained through group

projects and competing at the district, state, and national levels!
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FBLA offers career preparation in the available competitive events! Did you know that there are 70+

competitive tests and events available to Colorado FBLA members? That’s crazy

After high school, or even while you are in high school, you may find yourself needing a career portfolio

and job interview skills. Believe it or not, those are both things people could learn through FBLA!

In an interview with Michelle Lock, a former Colorado FBLA member and Miss Colorado FBLA 1997 

(currently known as business person of the year), she talked about how FBLA helped her in the years

following high school. “FBLA helped give me confidence and improved my interviewing skills for when I

applied for jobs during and after high school. It also gave me a broad range of business experience and

knowledge that I applied in my first career at HP in their finance department.” When asked about her most

memorable achievement within the program she states, “My most memorable moment of my FBLA career

was when I received the honor of Miss Colorado FBLA my senior year of high school. I took multiple tests

and went through several interviews at the 1997 State Leadership Conference. After receiving the title, I

was able to travel to the National Leadership Conference in California. FBLA changed my life, it gave me

the skills needed to succeed.”

Now the real question is, how will FBLA impact your life?

Colorado FBLA Today

THE ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

Brayden Clark, Haxtun High School

FBLA. The name of this organization holds the soul of many generations of educated youth. It educates

so many of our youth into successful young adults that become advanced members of society. The

business world is more successful with our mentors growing the young adults into productive members

of society. I have seen the process of FBLA work on myself. I came into high school never having the

smallest tinge of a thought of becoming a large part of an organization, but have gained the courage

and knowledge that has allowed me to take part in many chapter events and become a large part of my

local chapter. I would have never been given the ability to run for a state office as well. This alone gives

candidates great experience for future endeavors in pursuing challenging positions that they would

strive to have. Something even more special is that you do not have to take part in all the “scary” parts

like running for a state office, or taking on the responsibility of running a leadership conference at either

the state or district level. You can just be an active member at the local level participating in competitive

events, BAAs, or chapter fundraisers that can take you worlds farther than you have ever been before.

What makes this even greater is that it affords this opportunity to anyone who wishes to take part in this

organization, and that is invaluable to America’s youth.
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In the early months of the school year, recruiting new members to my school’s FBLA chapter is an all-

hands-on-deck process, where the entire officer team do all they can to spread the word about FBLA and

the tremendous benefits it has brought to our members. I attend Cherokee Trail High School, a

nationally recognized FBLA chapter, and our district, state, and national successes all start with one

thing: recruitment.

It can be said with collective agreement that effective recruitment at the beginning of the year allows

for FBLA to be beneficial in more ways to more members throughout the remainder of the year. The key

to effective recruiting, for my chapter at least, is personalization. When a member feels as though they

are personally being sought out to join FBLA, then they are simply more inclined to do so. By personally

delivering “Invitations to Join FBLA” to select students within our school, giving presentations to all

business classes, and using available contact information of members from previous years, Cherokee

Trail FBLA was able to jump from 117 members in the 2018-2019 school year, all the way to 163 in the

2019-2020, followed by 140 in the 2020-2021 virtual year, an impressive feat given the circumstances,

and also the largest membership total in the state of Colorado. The nature of personalized recruitment

is, obviously, very different for each chapter, and even each member, but let’s take a look at how

Cherokee Trail High School’s FBLA chapter has successfully implemented this recruiting strategy for the

past few years.

In my first year as an FBLA Officer (2019-2020), I was Membership Officer, so when asked what my goal

was for membership growth-- five, ten, or twenty percent-- it seemed logical that if I made a genuine

effort at a 20% increase in membership, then we would surely achieve at least a ten percent increase. In

order to fulfill this growth, I first decided who we should focus our efforts on. With the immense amount

of CTE classes at our school; technology, business and economics classes-- as well as the classes that

correlated with a variety of FBLA events, like public speaking, our team decided that members of those

classes would be likely to benefit from enrollment in FBLA. After obtaining room numbers, teachers’

names, and student schedules, an informational invitation to Cherokee Trail FBLA’s first meeting of the

year was delivered to students and simply because of the personalized nature of the invitation, our

meeting reached an unprecedented attendance. Getting members to that first meeting was critical in

reaching new levels of membership, but it is equally as important to convince those students that FBLA

has incredible benefits to their success in high school and beyond. This was something I wanted to

promote through our recruitment strategies. So, I had each of our chapter officers work with teachers

within the business department to schedule a time in which a presentation about the aims of FBLA and

how to join.. These presentations, with the addition of an informational handout left for those who were

interested, received praise from teachers in the business department, and contributed to the significant

turnout at our first meeting. In 2020, that presentation process looked a whole lot different, but my

alternative strategy brought about a similar result. Using my social media experience (700,000 followers

on my personal social media accounts), I worked to create a series of short informational videos, with a

call-to-action to join FBLA at Cherokee Trail. 

Colorado FBLA Today

RECRUITING & THE IMPORTANCE OF

PERSONALIZATION

Landon Ungerman, Cherokee Trail High School
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When most people are introduced to FBLA, the first thing that comes to mind are the business aspects

that are learned. However, the facet that is often forgotten is the leadership development that FBLA

offers in a variety of ways. When I came into high school, I was lacking confidence and only had subpar

leadership abilities. While I still have a lot to learn about being a leader, I am confident in my abilities as

a speaker, presenter, and leader. This is all thanks to the leadership opportunities that FBLA offers at the

chapter, district, and state level. If you want to be more

involved in FBLA, but do not necessarily want to be a 

leader at the state level, you can still hold an officer 

position at your chapter. If you do not want to hold an 

officer position, you can still participate in CSA’s, BAA’s, 

or be a member of the selection committee and help 

select the next state officers, all while developing skills 

that will benefit you in the future. These opportunities 

will help better your skills as a leader on top of the 

competitive events that FBLA offers. If you are willing to 

put in the effort, FBLA will reward you tenfold. I believe 

“what you put into FBLA is what you will get out of it.”

Colorado FBLA Today

FBLA LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Dade Gomez, Platte Valley High School

These videos were shown in business classes, sent in our school’s weekly newsletter, and displayed at

Cherokee Trail’s freshman night, and our first virtual chapter meeting had over 60 attendees! Of course,

sixty members would’ve been an under performance, which brings about a third focus of recruitment:

retaining members.

This portion of Cherokee Trail FBLA’s personalized recruitment strategy is actually the simplest one. By

using the school emails of all former members (excluding graduated seniors), I was able to contact and

send information regarding our first chapter meeting, virtual or not, which acted as a simple reminder to

the existing members of our school’s chapter to continue what they had started.
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January was an extremely busy month for the McClave FBLA Chapter. Teams worked hard to get their

district competition events completed and to the best of their ability. After turning their projects in,

students patiently waited for the results from the judges. Many on the teams took top honors and

earned their tickets to the state competition.

In the broadcast journalism category, first place went to Maggie Chase, Ariana Bolivar, and McKenzie

Kiniston, while McKayla Kiniston and Kenna McElroy took third place. In the computer problem solving

category was Gavin Temple in third place and Lucas Ward in fourth. Noah Collins placed fourth in cyber-

security, and in digital production, Alissa Cook and Kynlee Philips placed third. Alissa Cook and Kallie

McMillan also took second in e-business. In the health care administration test, Kynlee Phillips placed

seventh. There were several entries and placing in the graphic design category. Ajah Moreno and Cassidy

Jagers took the top honors, placing in the first category, while Anna Beckett and Kennedy Vallejos place

third. Emily Fowler, Lucas Ward, and Alex Yenter took fourth; Rainer Kirckland and Austin Licano placed

fifth; Dani Cass and Ciara Solis placed sixth; and Braden Marks, Kendal Smartt, and Kolten Smartt placed

seventh.

Jyara Chavarria placed second in the introduction to speaking category. In the introduction to financial

math division, Rainer Kirkland placed sixth, and Austin Licano placed seventh. Chirtiana Montanez

placed fifth with her job interview. The parliamentary procedure team consisting of Cassidy Jagers,

Maggie Chase, McKenzie Kiniston, McKayla Kiniston, and Ajah Moreno won first place. In publication

design, Viri Cabrera, Marissa Enciso, and Ciara Solis placed second, while Jade Sykes placed third. In

website design, Gisele Enciso, Holly Morgan, and Emily Soto-Delgado placed fourth.

Contratulations to all FBLA teams!

Colorado FBLA Today

FBLA TEAMS EARN THEIR TICKET TO STATE

Cassidy Jagers, McClave High School
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FBLA helps high school students prepare for careers in business through academic competitions

using leadership skills and so much more. It helps prepare students for college and careers through a

variety of leadership, community service, and academic activities.

Future Business Leaders of America make a community by providing students with an opportunity. It

gives students a chance to understand the business community. It gives students an opportunity to

learn how to create a business plan, a resume, a cover letter, how to properly speak, and much more.

It gives students an opportunity to create a family. With FBLA, not only has it given me a family, it has

taught me so many things. It taught me how to make a business plan, know how to create a resume, a

cover letter, and learn how to speak properly. Not only has it given me a family by allowing me to

create friends with my district and many more districts at conferences, regionals, states. That is not all

though, It gives students an opportunity to travel. Students get to go to conferences all over the world

to understand how FBLA works and what they can do to create a successful future in many careers.

FBLA not only covers business but it covers so many more careers. It teaches you how to be money

sufficient and creates many leadership and communication skills.

Colorado FBLA Today

Olivia Margaux Ferzacca, Battle Mountain High School

HOW DO FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS

IMPACT THE COMMUNITY?

GROWING AND TRYING TO MAKE A

DIFFERENCE

Anthony Aldretti, John Mall High School

The John Mall High School FBLA Chapter has made large strides this year. The school is located in a

town where the population is 3,000 people. The school currently has 139 students enrolled. The

students have not only faced the Covid pandemic but has also dealt with being displaced from the

school building due to structural issues in the building.
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With these challenges this school year, the chapter grew from 11 members in 2019-20 to 25 members

in 2020-21. In the fall, FBLA students spent time volunteering in an effort to see a bond measure pass

during the November election. If the bond passed, funding would be used to help build a new school

building. Students volunteered at a golf tournament fundraiser for the bond measure as well as

volunteered by placing yard signs around town in support of the bond. The bond measure ultimately

did pass in November.

Another community service project that the FBLA chapter sponsored was making paracord bracelets.

These bracelets were then donated to 'Operation Gratitude' and will be included in care packages for

military troops and first responders. The bracelets can be used for multiple purposes so they are a

functional tool for those receiving them.'

The future for John Mall's FBLA program is bright!

Colorado FBLA Today

WHAT FBLA TAUGHT ME

Akshitha Bandi, Fossil Ridge High School
One of the extremely valuable lessons that FBLA taught me is that business is not merely about

products and money but that it is about bringing influential and positive changes to the society and

their lifestyles. FBLA helped me realize that I can make a difference through my interests, while also

being a leading member in the community. FBLA has helped me in various ways including but not

limited to: helping me learn about my interests, making friends with people that have similar interests

as me, and developing my leadership skills. Growing up, I was always interested in business but I

never truly learned about the different aspects of business until FBLA. I was able to further develop my

interests in business through the various guest speakers that inspired me and taught me the influence

a business can have on the surrounding community. Through these guest speakers, the activities we

participated in, and the preparation for Districts, I was able to gain more insight into the world of

business. I was able to build upon my knowledge and further define the meaning business. Taking

part in the opportunities presented in FBLA allowed me to gain confidence and step out of my

comfort zone. Every opportunity presented to me in FBLA helped me slowly gain my confidence and

better myself. At the same time, these activities helped me gain new friends and made my

experiences in high school even more memorable.
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In FBLA, I not only gained further knowledge about business and what I wanted to do in the future,

but I was also able to learn about the importance of community service while developing my

leadership skills. The March of Dimes allowed me to become more conscious and aware of

community service while helping me bond with my community. It then taught me that one of the

important qualities to be a leader is empathy and the ability to be a positive influence on the people

surrounding you.

Being a part of FBLA has and will continue to help me further expand my dreams of making a good

impact in the world through my interest in business. Ultimately, FBLA’s core values taught me that I

can use my interests as a platform to make a difference in my community. FBLA taught me that

through business one has the ability to help people improve their lives while giving back to the

community.

Future Business Leaders of America, founded by Hamden L. Forkner is an organization unlike any

other. The past two years as a proud FBLA member have been filled with enriching experiences that

have furthered my understanding of objective and professional leadership. Looking back two years

ago, without FBLA I wouldn’t be where I stand today. Coming into highschool, I was afraid to break

out of my shell; I had established a seemingly eternal barrier that gave me security, but also

inabilitated me to step outside of my comfort zone. Rather than being a leader, I was always a

follower. Initiative was a skill that I needed to further develop. Competing in Introduction to Public

Speaking my freshman year and seeing members across district 2 come together to encourage and

motivate each other was truly inspiring. Furthermore, words of encouragement, anecdotes, and

professional business protocol suggestions were all components of a well-rounded, highly rewarding,

virtual State and National Conference. Attending the distinct workshops and listening to the stories of

growth from the guest speakers helped me come to a realization that I aspired to serve my FBLA

community at a deeper level. 

Colorado FBLA Today

FBLA: AN ORGANIZATION UNLIKE

ANY OTHER 

Emmy Alvarez, Thornton High School
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During my first year as a member, FBLA granted me the opportunity to sharpen my articulation and

intercommunication skills and I was eager to continue growing alongside my fellow FBLA members.

Though the second year of membership looks a little different, FBLA always finds a way to inspire and

connect members across regions, no matter the circumstances. With that said, I knew becoming a

member of the District 2 officer team was a once in a lifetime opportunity. Receiving a confirmation

email was truly an honor. As a member of the district 2 officer team, attending the virtual state

meetings and seeing every member across the region come together and engage, even in a virtual

setting, was once again a reminder of the privilege I possess for being able to be part of such a

resilient organization. This year FBLA granted me the opportunity to become a leader in a time of

change and collaborate with highly dedicated and hardworking members to make the District 2

Leadership Experience a possibility. It is truly an honor to be part of such a supporting, objective, and

resilient organization that allows every member to metamorphosize into the best version of

themselves.

The Future Business Leaders of America organization is passionate about leading and teaching

students around the United States about the world of business. FBLA is beneficial to the young minds

of today by allowing them to pursue leadership roles, develop life skills, and prepares members for

future careers. Through FBLA’s seventy-nine year life, their entirety has been devoted to helping

students and members in the United States grow in their leadership abilities. FBLA has chapters that

reach out to individual communities to benefit the population as well.

This CTSO organization benefits its members everyday with community service opportunities,

leadership development, and career preparation. FBLA utilizes competitive events to help teach

members about the business empire. Competitive events help members prepare for job interviews in

the future or even how to implement community service activities to benefit the nation. Members are

able to participate in the Business Achievement Award or Community Service Achievement program.

These two FBLA programs have a priority to help grow members into their full potential and develop

their FBLA knowledge.

Colorado FBLA Today

FBLA IS FOR EVERYONE

Azariah Calderon, Haxtun High School
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The Future Business Leaders of America also allows normal non-member students to prosper in their

youthful years. FBLA chapters often host school wide events to try and rope in more students to join

the organization or to simply educate students about leadership. Many FBLA chapters also attempt to

put on numerous community service events throughout the year to help benefit the community

members and students. Community service helps teach young minds how to help the less fortunate,

develop leadership, and how to interact in a professional setting. Community members aid from these

FBLA hosted events because it allows them to help people in need at a local level and helps support

the local FBLA chapter. The Future Business Leaders of America can benefit everyone.

Colorado FBLA Today

TAKING RISKS

Luisa Leal, Cherry Creek High School

As students we are constantly preparing. We study for weeks to prepare for a test. We choose courses

to prepare us for our dream college. We ask for help if we are lost. There is nothing wrong with doing

so; it is always important to be prepared. But we often make these decisions based on a fear of not

knowing, and we do it so we know we will be safe and comfortable . Before I joined FBLA, I made the

same decisions. I would have avoided at all costs presenting in front of judges. I would have been

terrified of applying to be an officer. But once the fear is gone, all that is left are the amazing

experiences and the lessons and the memories. While many are taught to run from taking risks, FBLA

members are encouraged to run towards them and be open to a world full of opportunities. 

 My freshman year, I took Introduction to Business, as recommended by my brother. However, I went

even further and decided to join FBLA my freshman year. And it was one of the best decisions I have

ever made. Everything that I experienced, all of the competitions, all the events; it was all new and

challenging. At every moment I took risks and created my own expectations. I competed and pushed

myself, making it to Nationals my freshman year. These challenges prepared me for the world ahead

of me. From school, to my personal life, I achieved more than I ever thought possible. This was all due

to my newfound courage to take risks.

There is nothing wrong with taking a journey which you know. But nothing compares to taking a

journey into the unknown. At any moment I could have decided to give up, but by doing so I would

have neglected the responsibility that I took on upon deciding to participate in the club. I would

never have the great memories and experiences if I had not joined or if I had decided to stop. I would

never have written this if I had not joined FBLA.
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 Mountain Vista High School has a brilliant business program and proves this year in and year out. The

success of our chapter is mostly due to our intelligent students and the involvement and participation

we get from all students in chapter activities. As part of the officer team at my school, it is our

responsibility to try to get the most out of the students in FBLA. We have many chapter meetings and

activities that get our students excited about different events happening in FBLA. A great example of

this was an FBLA 101 that I came up with and worked very well at our school. This was basically a

lunch for all of our chapter, which included pizza and drinks. The officer team and our amazing

adviser then proceeded to tell the members about all the things coming up, and all the in’s and out’s

of FBLA. We also introduced a service activity which the members had a lot of fun with. The premise

of this service activity was a competition between all of the grade levels to see which individuals and

grades could gather up the most cans of food to donate to a local charity. We gave the winners of this

challenge, Chick-Fil-A gift cards which they loved. The members had a lot of fun with this activity and

amassed a ton of cans which then helped the church we donated them too a lot. It’s activities like this

that get members excited and more involved in FBLA. This is a key to success for our chapter, the

more involved the members, the more they do better when it comes to competition time for Districts,

State, and even Nationals.

We dream of doing great things and of succeeding, which can only be done if you take the first step

and do what has not been done before. It can only be done if you persevere despite difficulties you

may encounter. Being able to take risks and following through on decisions you make is what

distinguishes a good leader from a great one. It is what decides whether a company succeeds or not.

It is never too early to learn to take risks; it brings you one step closer to doing great things.

Colorado FBLA Today

WHAT INCREASED INVOLVEMENT IN

FBLA LEADS TO

Vin Tyagi, Mountain Vista High School
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 As a freshman, I remember visiting the FBLA table at the club fair. 

My older brother, a senior at the time, was a chapter officer and had 

told me many times to join the club, but “Future Business Leaders of 

America” just didn’t seem like the right fit for me. Eventually, he 

convinced me to go to the interest meeting and I reluctantly decided 

to join, little did I know that it would turn into an unforgettable 

experience.

During that first year in the club, I met some of my now-closest friends, I expanded my creativity and

soft skills, and I got to travel, meeting new people from all over the world. All of that developed me

into the person I am, but what truly developed me into the leader I have become was being a chapter

officer.

As an officer, I had the opportunity to work with many different types of students throughout our

school, participate in chapter events, and navigate through new and exciting challenges. One of my

favorite parts of my time as an officer has been mentoring students by helping them choose events

that are right for them and then helping them prepare for those competitions. I have worked with

many different types of students who have very different learning styles. It was a trial-and-error

process to figure out what worked best for everyone but thanks to it I was able to build a better

foundation for my teamwork and communication skills.

The world around us has changed drastically over the past year. As an officer and leader within my

community, I have had to adapt too. I had to figure out ways to navigate a new environment and work

together to find the most beneficial solution for everyone. Due to the pandemic, we were forced to

switch to remote meetings, and everyone had to figure out how to juggle the new online environment

with school and other aspects of their lives. We, as an officer team, had to figure out what worked best

to get information out to our members and how to keep them engaged while still being safe. It was

difficult, yet we were able to adapt quickly.

There is no doubt that FBLA has taught me a plethora of useful skills. Through FBLA, I have learned

leadership, teamwork, communication, etc. I know that if I made the decision not to join the club that

day in my freshman year, I would not be who or where I am today. FBLA has not only taught me new

skills, but it has also given me memories and experiences that will last a lifetime.

Colorado FBLA Today

FBLA'S IMPACT ON MY LIFE

Akshita Kakumanu, Cherry Creek High School
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 Imagine you are walking up to the entrance of a grocery store. There are three doors you could

potentially enter. The door on the left is closed and so is the door on the right. The door in the middle

is wide open. Most people will enter through the middle door. It is convenient and the door has

already been opened for them. This is a representation of what business education does for its

students. It opens many valuable and important doors for high school students. Business education is

a very valuable resource in helping students enter the next stage of their life, regardless of what their

path may be. The business and life skills that students learn through business education will apply to

any future career choice. Business skills are essential to any career. Going into a job, it is important to

know and understand how a business is operated efficiently. The topics you need to be advanced in

may vary depending on position. Business education classes step in and teach a wide range of these

topics. Business classes teach you skills that range from management, technology use, and customer

service. Business skills like effective written and verbal communication and marketing are also

acquired through business classes. These skills relate to any career option, from welding to becoming

a doctor. Business education also teaches a lot of life skills to students. These life skills will be

beneficial in and out of the work force. Through classes and events in business education, you can

assume skills like public speaking, time management, and problem solving. Business education

teaches these skills by offering real world experience to students. Self-awareness and critical thinking

will also be key skills that will be useful in any life path. Business education is one of the greatest gifts

a student can receive in helping prepare for their future. It is is not something that will go wasted and

unused. Business education opens the doors into the next step of life for its students. 

Colorado FBLA Today

SCHOOL TO WORK

Makynna Hollis, Plattle Valley High School

CONNECT FBLA WITH YOUR FUTURE CAREER

Jordyn Tacha, Limon High School

 Going to a small school in Eastern Colorado, I never knew much about FBLA. My mother required me

to take the “Intro to Business” class my freshman year. I didn’t think my interests were even remotely

related to business, but little did I know, I would soon be proven wrong. Most people think of business

as a plain and boring venture; however, Future Business Leaders of America prepares its members for

a multitude of future endeavors.FBLA has opened my eyes to a variety of career paths and many

different ways to achieve my goals and dreams. The majority of people don’t realize how many career

fields intertwine with business. FBLA offers a variety of competitive events relating to thousands of

occupations. For students with a creative background, there are design-related events such as Graphic

Design and Publication Design. 
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Computer Game and Simulation Programming or Cyber Security are great events for students

interested in technology and programming. Besides preparing students for all available career paths,

FBLA also gives members the chance to grow their leadership skills. Past and current FBLA members

would agree FBLA gave them new skills such as public speaking and networking skills. It also helps

students with interviewing for a job. By presenting in a live event, students are required to practice

public speaking thus growing their confidence. Future Business 

Leaders of America offers a great wealth of knowledge and 

information to students. This is a key component of FBLA which 

should be emphasized to both current and incoming members.

Future Business Leaders of America is an important organization, 

FBLA can open students' eyes to so many more careers and relate to 

a diversity of interests. I would strongly suggest joining FBLA to 

anyone in high school, no matter his or her interests or future career 

path. FBLA has made me a better person and helped me grow as a 

leader.

Colorado FBLA Today

STRENGTHENING YOUR LEADERSHIP

WITH FBLA

Hunter Donovan, Fleming High School

 “The future needs passionate, happy, and confident young leaders, willing to challenge the status quo

and stand up for their convictions” -Richard Branson. One of the most valuable and coveted qualities a

young adult can possess is being a responsible and confident leader, but a lot of students often

struggle to better their abilities or feel prepared to go out and showcase their talents. Thankfully,

organizations like FBLA provide thousands of students with opportunities to step up and become

better leaders within their school, community, and world. From providing them with academic

competitions that allow them to learn about various topics and better their public speaking skills,

allowing them to partake in exclusive conferences and workshops, or allowing them to step up within

their respected chapter to run as an officer or start a project or event.

The first way FBLA can help you become a better leader is through the various different competitive

events the organization offers. Currently there are over 70 competitive events that allow students to

learn about new topics, develop new skills, and make connections with other students or members

within their communities. The types of competitive events range from tests, which teach you how to

study and effectively learn things, live events, where you give a presentation or speech to a live

audience to develop public speaking and confidence, or prejudged events, where you learn how to

create a presentation with a known deadline.
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The next way FBLA helps you grow your leadership skills is through attending various conferences or

workshops. These events allow members to make valuable connections and friendships that can

allow them to learn new things or be mentored by individuals who have more experience in a certain

area. These events also allow you to learn new skills from knowledgeable individuals who want to

help you succeed. These events also allow you to expand your horizons and see or learn new things in

a personal and accurate manner.

One last way FBLA helps you become a better leader is by giving you the opportunity to step up

within your chapter to serve as a local officer. Serving as an officer within your chapter or district is

such a memorable and enjoyable experience! You get to help make big decisions for your chapter

while also being a member that is well respected and looked up to. This experience also allows you to

build on your leads skills as you are now expected to help guide and be more active within your

chapter.

“The youth of today are the leaders of tomorrow” -Nelson Mandela. As time progresses the need for

confident and experienced leaders rises, but with help of FBLA there will be no shortage of individuals

who are more than ready to rise to the occasion.

Colorado FBLA Today

THE NEED FOR HANDS ON BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION IN FBLA

Aryan Roy, Cherry Creek High School

FBLA offers an excellent way for its students to become leaders in the business world through

competitive events, leadership roles, and programs. However, a key step is being missed: Business

Experience. The skills and insights that one gets from working in businesses is unparalleled and is

perhaps the most important requirement for outdoing competitors. By giving FBLA students an early

head start with this important area, They can learn more about the businesses that they’re interested

in. This will help them tremendously when they get into the business sector, either starting their own

company or advancing through the ranks. FBLA students will be far more prepared than others.
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An effective step that Colorado FBLA can further take is to put an increased focus on more hands-

on/interactive business experience and education. This can include organizing more business tours to

learn the inner workings of a company and offer projects that students can do at these businesses to

help them get some sort of entrepreneurial experience. These projects are ideally meant for students

to help businesses run smoothly, gaining appropriate skills like management or product design. One

way to ensure this is through company sponsorships that are willing to accept FBLA students. We can

also take this further and possibly find a way to offer interested students the ability to apply to intern

or work at notable businesses, giving them worthwhile connections, information, and experience that

they otherwise wouldn’t be able to find on their own. These experiences would be tailored to a

specific student's interests and goals. For example, if a student is passionate about aerospace,

Colorado FBLA can connect that student with one of many Lockheed Martin’s high school internships.

If a student is interested in marketing, Colorado FBLA can find opportunities such as the high school

business internship for the NSA.

There are numerous businesses in the Colorado area that accept students for internships. By reaching

out to them as Colorado FBLA, we can create bigger partnerships and opportunities that can accept

more students, increasing reach. In addition, FBLA can also use its influence to publicize and spread

lesser known opportunities and internships that students may not know about, reaching out to more

students and helping them secure their dream projects. This can be done effectively through social

media or newsletters. These business activities would likely be at the chapter level and Colorado FBLA

can help guide interested chapters, setting up services, and offering advice.

Colorado FBLA can also reach out to noted business guest speakers, educators, and professors more

frequently, setting them up with chapters and members to learn more about business, possibly

creating virtual business lessons for students to experience from these reputed individuals. This can

help connect students with business mentors as well as be tutored by business professionals to better

understand how the industry works. By implementing a more hands on business experience through

internships/projects and supplemented by business mentors, FBLA, already a premier organization,

can truly be moved to the next level.

Colorado FBLA Today

BECOMING A LEADER WITH

CONFIDENCE

Arlene Bencomo, Otis High School
Going into high school, I wasn't very confident. I was constantly nervous and afraid to step up and use

my voice. I remained this way until I met our past chapter advisor, Mrs. Hickert. She had sparked my

immense interest in FBLA and encouraged me to start using my voice. I realized how great of a leader

I could become and the people I could inspire to do the same. While taking her classes we studied the

FBLA goals and creed, I also looked over the Code of Ethics. One phrase that stuck out to me the most

is in the Code of Ethics. This phrase is "I will approach each task with confidence in my ability to

perform my work at a high standard." 
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As someone who struggled with confidence, becoming a leader was difficult. FBLA requires its

members to take charge of their projects for whichever competitive event they are doing. Being a

leader requires so many qualities that this organization teaches. A good leader needs to be confident,

responsible, and so much more. Who would a group follow? A leader that's confident in their

decisions or a leader who always second guesses themselves. Most people would follow the confident

leader, the leader who can get things done and help others in the process. Confidence isn't the most

important quality to become a leader. Responsibility also plays a huge part in leadership. As a leader,

you have to be responsible for what results from your decisions. You also have to hold those who

follow you accountable for their actions. FBLA directs members to be productive leaders in their

chapters and the business world. Overall, FBLA has helped me grow as a confident leader and

provides others the skills to become leaders as well. This organization isn’t just about winning, it also

gives us examples of business in the real world. 

To be competitive in today’s modern world, leadership is a vital part of one’s personality in order to be

successful. Oftentimes, many people are scared to become a leader, due to the challenges it imposes.

However, FBLA is able to develop crucial skills to overcome these difficulties and enhance your

leadership abilities. FBLA teaches a variety of skills that leaders should possess, such as accountability

and time-management skills. FBLA has not only impacted me inside the classroom, but has taught

many skills that are required to thrive in today’s competitive environment.

One key aspect of leadership that FBLA develops is the trait of accountability. Being an effective

leader means being accountable. Through FBLA, members are taught they must be reliable to their

teammates. Being accountable means showing up for your teammates. In addition, FBLA

demonstrates how members need to take it upon themselves to go to their events on time and be

prepared in order to be successful. Not only is this skill used in school or FBLA, but it is a lifelong skill

that will be used in the real world. In a real job setting, accountability is one of the most important

things business leaders preach to employers. Using this skill is an effective way members can create

better relationships among peers. 

Colorado FBLA Today

FBLA'S PERSONAL IMPACT

Ved Agrawal, Rock Canyon High School
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For me personally, FBLA helped me become a more accountable person, allowing my team members

to trust me more. My chapter members and teammates all understand that I am trustworthy and will

get my work done, allowing for better personal connections. A leader doesn’t watch things happen,

but instead decides to make things happen himself, and accountability is a crucial step in order to

achieve this.

Another aspect of a leader that often goes overlooked is the ability to time manage. It is vital to use

your time wisely and efficiently to be successful. Through FBLA, members are taught that

procrastinating will not end up leading to the best results. Instead, it is more efficient to spend time

on a project over a course of several days, rather than leaving it for the night before. Oftentimes in a

real job setting, a job can become very stressful due to the amount of load work on you. However,

utilizing time management skills can reduce some of this stress, and oftentimes lead to more

productive work. Utilizing this practice is one of the best ways to lessen the workload, and lead to

more productive working. As a student going to highschool, I wasn’t the best with my time

management. I was often overwhelmed with the amount of work I had to complete, and felt like I

didn’t have enough time to complete it. However, when I joined FBLA I slowly started learning how to

manage my time better. I learned that it is more effective to split an assignment or project, rather

than saving it for the night before and finishing it all at once. When I started working on my FBLA

projects, I realized that this isn’t something I can just cram the night before. I needed to take my time

on the project and do it over a period of time, in order to do my best work possible. FBLA has played a

key role in teaching me how to develop my time management skills.

Another invaluable skill FBLA has taught me is how to interact and make connections with other

people. When I was going into high school, I was very nervous about how I would socialize with other

students. I wasn’t confident in my ability to go talk to other people and socialize with them. However,

FBLA taught me how to talk to other people and make connections with other people. It forced me to

meet and talk to new people, taking me out of my comfort zone. Throughout the last three years of

being in FBLA, I have learned a lot of other skills that I would have otherwise not learned in the

classroom. Being able to make connections with other people is a crucial skill that is required in order

to be a successful and effective leader.

Overall, FBLA develops skills in members that are crucial to use in the real world. FBLA gives members

valuable experiences, which cannot otherwise be attained in a traditional classroom environment.

These skills and experiences that FBLA presents to members are all skills that adequate and potent

leaders should possess. FBLA teaches members how to get out of their comfort zone, and how to stop

“fearing” and instead start taking action. As a member of FBLA for the last three years, I am truly

indebted to how much it has impacted my life, and how many practical skills it has taught me.
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Fundraising for a high school level club has never been easy. It takes lots of time, coordination, and

participation from members, which isn't always readily available. With COVID-19 throwing everything

through a loop this year, fundraising was even more difficult. Since we couldn't meet and recruit in

person, membership was down, and our budget was tight due to large events we missed last year

during lockdown. Ultimatley, when this year began, we decided that we needed to come up with at

least a couple events that would hold us over until the pandemic was over.

The solution? Resteraunt fundraisors. Through businesses like Cafe Mexicali and Chipotle, we were

able to team up with them, advertise properly, and raise a decent amount. This was only done

through our amazing team and the work of our active members.

With this, we faced 2 major challenges. Firstly, businessess are having a hard time as it is already,

many of them aren't in a good place to help with fundraising. However, we were lucky enough to,

after some searching, find these two amazing resteraunts to help us out. Each was willing to donate a

certain percentage of all the purchases for people who brought in flyers. The second issue that we

faced was a minimum amount that Chipotle set up. They said that in order to get the funding, we

needed at least 50 people to go and use the flyers. This is where we really pushed for advertisment,

and made sure that all the memebers participated. While this was difficult, we were successful in the

end, and were able to make a decent amount of money from a safe distance.

Ultimately, we are extremely grateful for the opportunities we were granted despite the difficult

times. Meeting and planning as a club is difficult at the time, but I know that once we get through

this, we will be even better and more effiecient because of our teamwork right now.

Colorado FBLA Today

FUNDRAISING IN COVID

Rylee Reeve, University High School
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I walk through the halls of Legacy High School, my timid footsteps barely making a sound on Vinyl

tiles; I’m on my way to my first FBLA meeting. It is August of 2019, before covid took our daily lives and

twisted them into a ghost of what they once were. I open the door, and I am welcomed in by the

members and my amazing soon-to-be adviser. Writing this almost a year-and-a-half later, sitting

down in that dark blue plastic chair is one of the best decisions I have ever made.

Through FBLA I have developed confidence in myself as well as in my work. I am no longer afraid to

speak up in order to ask for help or take initiative to try new things for fear of failure. Last year at the

District 2 State Conference, the competition was extremely overwhelming. My partner and I were

participating in business ethics, and I was so scared to give the speech that I started getting light-

headed and my hands started shaking. It's amazing to see that a year from that time, I willingly chose

to participate in the introduction to public speaking event. Through the support that my advisers give

me, to the encouragement my peers support me with, my confidence has grown. I now urge others to

take up the hardest tasks, the ones that make them uncomfortable; like I once did with public

speaking. Only through this can we grow and hurdle the 

mental block that stands between us and greatness. As 

Theodore Roosevelt once said, “Nothing worth having 

comes easy.”

Colorado FBLA Today

A JOURNEY OF SELF DISCOVERY

THROUGH FBLA

Anushka Udeshi, Legacy High School

HOW FBLA BENEFITED ME AS A

PERSON

Jimena Nunez, Holyoke High School

FBLA was one of those things where I DEFINITELY got more than I expected. To be completely honest,

I headed into FBLA thinking that I’d compete in one competition a year, make it through districts, and

then head to state. If I even had a chance, I would try to make it to Nationals. But no, it actually went

the complete opposite! Upon joining FBLA, my goal was to see how far this organization could take

me. As a freshman (2019-2020), I signed myself up to compete in Introduction to Prepared Speaking

and 3D animation. 
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In my 3D project (alongside my partner Alma) we both got to compete at Nationals, where no, we

didn’t win, but we gained a sense of self-pride and great ambition. Besides that win and onto my

other contest, I never passed Districts for my Intro to Prepared Speaking speech, but I sure learned so

much from this loss. While I have never struggled with speaking in front of people, I have dealt with a

lot of self-doubt and performance anxiety. By participating and preparing to give my speech, I gained

an understanding of how to prepare and study for this event. I worked furiously on my speaking

technique and form. But, there was one thing left: I struggled with my self-confidence. Henceforth,

later after giving my speech and not placing, I felt as if all my hard work was for naught. For a while, I

did get down on myself, but I didn’t let it take over me. If anything, FBLA’s Prepared Speaking contest

taught me that no matter how bad you fail, failure will be your greatest teacher. With that being said,

this year (2020-2021) I came back not only improving my speech but with a strengthened self

credence and belief system. Although it wasn’t an immediate win, eventually a spot opened up, and I

am now able to compete at state. In addition, near the end of my freshmen year, I secured a position

as Secretary in my FBLA Chapter by using the skills that I gained from my projects. This then got me a

District 4 position as Historian, and I’m now applying towards a State position. FBLA has taught me

that by applying leadership and communication skills wherever I go, I can accomplish any tasks

and/or goals that are on the horizon. With what I have learned through FBLA, I have gained a higher

knowledge on how to carry these same skills into my future career, and how to roll with the punches

that life may throw. I owe FBLA for all the success and failures that will guide me through the game of

life!

Colorado FBLA Today

BLANKETS & CANDY, SERVICE TO ALL

Brandy Henrickson, Idalia High School
Idalia's community service projects in December began with making fleece blankets for the local

nursing homes. Each member brought fleece and made one blanket. In total 27 blankets were

donated. Everyone had a great time talking with friends, and singing while they worked. Next, Idalia

FBLA sacked candy to give out for Christmas. With peanuts, candy canes, and chocolate all bagged

safely, the sacks were handed out in the elementary, middle school, as well as the high school. Even

during strange times, we all need to continue helping others much like the Idalia FBLA chapter has.
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Thank you for allowing me to serve as your Vice President of

Education. Despite these difficult times, you all have continued to

inspire me each and every day as members and future business

leaders. I hope you continue to aspire to inspire with everything that

you do and push past these difficult times that we face in our world

today. To the leaders, changemakers, and trailblazers contributing

to and reading these newsletters- I believe in your strength and will

to overcome anything. I have had an amazing time serving as your

Colorado FBLA State Officer these past two years. Thank you all for

constantly inspiring me to be the best version of myself.

THANK YOU,
COLORADO
FBLA!

Colorado FBLA Today

Sincerely, 
Kylie Purkeypile
2020-2021 Vice President of Education
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